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Editorial 
The images of the Aberllefenni inclines on pages 9 and 10 show the changes in the forty years 

between the dates of the photos. While metalwork remains fairly sound, the effect of weather on 

the stonework and the growth of trees is one that is common to all too many interesting sites. 

Deliberate destruction, such as happened at Cyffty, or the bulldozing of many remains on 

Forestry Commission land may be a thing of the past, and future legislation by the Welsh 

Government may give legal protection to any site of historical interest as a matter of course – see 

the article by Ken Richards on p 20.  The planning process at Aberllefenni seems to ensure 

protection of the feature and its setting from the proposed developments there, but scheduling 

does not prevent natural decay or illegal destruction. 

The waterwheel at Temple Mine is a case in point, where one corner of the structure is in 

imminent danger of collapse and the inaccessibility of the site would, it seems to me, preclude 

any major renovation. Penyclun needs some major tree removal to restore the site to how it was 

left after restoration by the WMPT. Similarly, the Hafodlas slate quarry in Betws y Coed has 

been fenced off for safety reasons and the exclusion of sheep has resulted in the growth of 

impenetrable undergrowth over much of the site. Without costly intervention, it is inevitable that 

many of our sites will gradually crumble. There is far more to do than any of the voluntary 

bodies can fund and the future of our mining heritage depends, ultimately on how much 

government is willing to invest in their preservation. 

 

Despite the destruction and decay, there are still many interesting sites for us to visit, but not 

enough people willing to take us to them. The task of organising meets seems to be falling 

increasingly on the shoulders of the officers of the Society. Some time ago, it was suggested that 

we have a Field Meets Co-ordinator, who could encourage members, or even non-members, with 

knowledge of particular sites, to lead visits, but nothing came of this. Organising a field meet is 

not onerous and help will be forthcoming from those who have organised them in the past, so 

please, offer to lead a visit. 

 

Errors and omissions 
My apologies for omitting the edition number from the Autumn 2016 newsletter. It should of 

course have been Newsletter 75. More deliberate was the dropping of the item numbers. Editing 

is much simpler without them and items can be referenced by newsletter and page number. 

 

WMS Spring (Indoor) Meet - Sunday 19th March 2017  
We have to thank Neil Culross and Jo Dawson for again providing an excellent venue and 

sumptuous hospitality at Tan y Neuadd where 24 members met for our Spring indoor meet. As 

well as the usual networking and socializing, the gathered throng were entertained by a number 

of speakers: 

David Roe presented a fascinating film recorded for the BBC “Towards Tomorrow” programme 

in 1969, which featured Idris Treharne working at the Cynnant mine. 

Neil Culross gave an illustrated talk on his explorations at Nant a’r Nelle, Gilfach and 

Nantymwyn. 

David James described his work on plotting the mineralisation at Cwmgwynen and Cynnant 

(see article below). 

For the mineralogists, Steve Plant gave a talk on the mineral Pyromorphite in Wales. 

Roy Fellows gave us an update on his work projects. 

Dave Linton gave an update on WMS publications and urged the contributors to Hallfest at 

Mellington Hall to submit their papers for the forthcoming publication. 
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The day ended with a discussion about the best use of the funds held by the Society, particularly 

those donated specifically in memory of David Bick. A number of ideas were generated 

including a scholarship to encourage a mining history research project, working with the WMPT 

to tackle the vegetation which is threatening to overwhelm the restored engine house and leaning 

chimney at Pen y Clun, a contribution to the enormous efforts put in by Roy Fellows with the 

Cambrian Trust and associated projects, a “digging fund” and assistance to North Wales Cave 

Rescue. 

Other topics included increasing the use of emails to communicate better with members – and the 

associated data protection issues, and plans for 2018 including a field trip to the Dinas Silica 

mine. 

Throughout the afternoon Daveleen Alder contributed a street market flavour to the event with 

sales of the WMS Sweat shirts – including a superb new dark green style which looks stunning.  

Thanks are due to all the speakers and once again to our hosts for making the day such a success. 

 

WMS Summer Meet 2017   

Led by Neil Culross and Raymond Griffiths in the Llangynog area. 
The area is covered on OS Explorer Map 255 – Llangollen and Berwyn and the metal mines we 

plan to visit are described in Mountains and Orefields – Metal Mining Landscapes of Mid Wales, 

by Nigel Jones, Mark Walters and Pat Frost. Descriptions of all the mines in the district can be 

found in fellow WMS member Alan Williams’ excellent publication:  British Mining No.26 “The 

Old Mines of the Llangynog District (NMRS)”. 

Saturday 10th June – Cwm Orog Mine 
Meet in the car park in the centre of Llangynog at 11.00 am. There are toilets here and the pub 

should be open for refreshments. As there is limited parking at the site, participants should share 

transport to the roadside below Cwm Orog mine, about 1 km towards Bala at GR SJ 045273. 

There is a layby down the road from the site and one above. The road entrance to Waen and the 

Cwm Orog estate should not be used unless absolutely necessary as access is needed to the 

nearby rifle range. (I have been assured by the operator that the chance of being hit by a stray 

round is fairly small). The mine site is on open land and there will be no fences to climb. The 

plan is to undertake the steep climb to the top end of the site, have lunch and then explore the 

remains on the way down. There is a full description of the site in Mountains and Orefields, pp 

44 – 53. 

If there is time, the Craig Rhiwarth slate quarries can be explored following our return to the 

village. 

Saturday Evening Dinner at the New Inn , Llangynog, 7.00 for 7.30.  
The menu is included with this newsletter. Please return your choices to: 

Raymond Griffiths, Bryngolau, Panteg, Abergwaun / Fishguard SA65 9QB or email to 

rbryngolau@aol.com  / phone 01348 891668 by Sunday 28th May at the latest. 
 

Sunday 11th June – Craig y Mwyn Mine, Llanrhaiadr ym Mochnant 
Meet at Tan y Pistyll [ GR SJ 074295] at 10.30. There is parking at the café just below the 

waterfall, also limited roadside parking on the approach to the café area. The narrow road from 

Llanrhaiadr ym Mochnant is likely to be busy so an early start is recommended. From 

Llangynog, it will take 20 -30 min. to drive to Tan y Pistyll.  Refreshments and toilets at the café. 

We shall walk along the course of the leat from the waterfall to the site of Craig y Mwyn lead 

mine. The main points of interest are the hushing reservoirs and channels at the upper end of the 

mine, again entailing a steep climb. This site is also described in Mountains and Orefields,  

[pp29 – 35]. 

mailto:rbryngolau@aol.com
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WMS Autumn Field Trip Weekend  

Led by David Roe in the Dinas Mawddwy area. 

Saturday 23rd September   The Red Dragon Mine 
Field Trip Leader David Roe 

Meet at 11.00 am at the farm [GR SH 847153] on the left hand side of the A 470 road from 

Dinas Mawddwy to Dolgellau.  The farmer has kindly agreed for us to park on his land – please 

follow instructions on arrival. 

 

We will take the bridleway for a two kilometre walk up the Maesglase valley to this iconic mine 

site that was the subject of a great deal of work by WMS Members under the guidance of Simon 

Harris in the 1990’s. 

 

The remains include leats, an open adit, carpenters and blacksmiths shops, wheel pit, and the 

building that once housed the Perkes crushing & amalgamating machine of 1854 – the base of 

which was lovingly excavated and consolidated by WMS members over twenty years ago.  

 

Bring your lunch and be prepared for inclement weather. 

 

Saturday Evening WMS Dinner. 7.00 for 7.30 pm 
This will be at the (highly recommended) Red Lion at Dinas Mawddwy.  The Menu is included 

with the newsletter and it would greatly assist the catering if you could return you choices to:  

 

David Roe, 20, Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon PL21 0NG or email 

david@d-roe.freeserve.co.uk    / phone 01752 896432 ASAP (because otherwise you will 

forget!) and no later than 10th September. 

 

Sunday 24th September Cowarch and Tyllau Mwn (Friar's Coat Mine) 
Field Trip: Leader David Roe 

The Strenuous Route 

Meet at 10.30 at Cowarch [GR SH 852187] (there is ample parking at the end of the valley) for a 

brief look at the limited remains of the Cowarch Lead Mine. We will then set off up the footpath 

to the top of the ridge at a leisurely rate set by our field trip leader.  It’s about 1200 feet to be 

climbed – say 90 minutes – so it’s a stiff climb but great fun.  At the top we will then head north 

for the scattered remains of Tyllau Mwyn iron mine at GR SH 844205 that David Bick 

associated with Elizabeth Baker’s “Friar’s Coat” Mine of 1770.  We will return by Glasgwm and 

will view the mysterious ruins high on the ridge before returning to Cowarch. Hopefully we will 

not re-enact Mrs Baker’s experience “Last Friday I was at the long concealed spot that produced 

the Friar’s Coat … Hail, rain and the tops of mountains covered with snow; for two miles at least 

on the edge of a precipice the mare climb’d the rock …. And the rain ran off my petticoats as 

they were too wet to receive more.” 

 

The Less Strenuous Route 

We are hoping to get permission from the NRW to use the forestry track from the northern side 

of the mountain via Coed y Brenin.  Those going this route should meet at the entrance at 11.30 

prompt.  They can then drive up the forestry road and then follow the footpath to join the 

southern party at Friar’s Coat [GR SH 844205].  If you do intend to go by this route please let 

David Roe know beforehand ( david@d-roe.freeserve.co.uk 01752 896432 to confirm that we 

have gained permission and further navigation details. 

mailto:david@d-roe.freeserve.co.uk
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There are a limited number of rooms available at the Red Lion Hotel but there are numerous 

B&B’s in the area (Jason & Jill’s B&B at Ty Derw 01650 531318 is particularly recommended) 

and two campsites within a few hundred yards of Dinas Mawddwy. 

 

Many thanks to Dave Seabourne and Simon Harris for their assistance in the above. 

 

It is intended that all the information from the archive of WMS Newsletters and field trip notes 

will be collated as a special souvenir booklet for the weekend. 

 

PUBLICATIONS AND ONLINE RESOURCES 

Earth Heritage magazine 
Members may be interested in this, which is published twice yearly by Natural England, Scottish 

Natural Heritage, Natural Resources Wales and the Geologists’ Association. It is concerned with 

the conservation and interpretation of geological sites (“geoheritage”). The current (and previous 

issues) can be downloaded at no cost from www.earthheritage.org.uk 

 

Penarth Alabaster 
The Welsh Stone Forum has now published as a 

paper copy with full colour illustrations, with the 

help of a loan from the Curry Fund of the 

Geologists’ Association, Mike Statham’s book on 

Penarth Alabaster, once exploited in the Penarth / 

Lavernock area.  It covers all the known Penarth 

Alabaster artefacts in Wales and England, from the 

17th to the 21st C., most of which are illustrated.  

Many of these are church monuments or fittings in 

the Cardiff area.  Mike has visited all the sites and 

has also been able to obtain much additional 

information about dates, costs, and craftsmen, from 

the archives of Clarkes of Llandaff, the building-

crafts firm that did much of the original work. The 

book is full of new information about this forgotten 

Welsh art. 

Book details: 270 x 182 mm.  52 pp.  90 colour illustrations.  2 appendices.  ISBN 978-1-5262-

0677-0 

Cost.  Cover Price £9.90; Postage and packing £2.00. Payment by cheque for £11.90 made out to 

“The Welsh Stone Forum”. Mike Statham, 7 Plasturton Gardens, Cardiff CF119HG.  No callers 

please.       stathammichael@hotmail.com 

 

Reprint of Cwmorthin Slate Quarry Book 
Mike Moore is considering issuing a reprint of Graham Isherwood’s book on Cwmorthin Slate 

quarry. He may be contacted at   mike@moorebooks.co.uk 

 

Industrial Gwent website 
This website has a wealth of information about industrial sites in South Wales and further afield. 

Can be found at industrialgwent.co.uk 

 

 

http://www.earthheritage.org.uk/
mailto:stathammichael@hotmail.com
mailto:mike@moorebooks.co.uk
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British Geological Survey 
The BGS have made many of their publications available online. These include Geological 

Survey maps, Special reports on Mineral Resources, Lists of Mines, Mineral statistics and much 

more.       www.bgs.ac.uk/opengeoscience/Publications.html 

 

CONFERENCES AND MEETINGS 

NAMHO Conference 2017 will be hosted by the Wealden Cave & Mine Society and held in the 

South East of England, between 23-26 June 2017. 

The theme for the conference will be –“Mining History Organisations - Achievements and 

Challenges"       Website - www.namho2017.info 

 

NAMHO Conference 2018 will be hosted in the Forest of Dean. No further information is 

forthcoming as yet. 

 

NEWS 

Cave Access Ltd - Update  
Cave Access Limited have just completed the annual renewal of the disused mine access 

agreement with Natural Resources Wales and the Welsh Government.  Cavers and mine 

explorers are reminded that they need to re-register with CAL each year if they want to lead trips 

into any of the CAL mine sites in 2017. A simple email to permits@caveaccess.co.uk stating 

your name, BCA membership number and club name (stating ‘BCA’ as your club if you are an 

independent caver) is all that is required. You will receive an acknowledgement email and you 

are free to explore any of the sites subject to any seasonal restrictions, such as to conserve bats. 

Please email CAL either before or after your trip stating the name of leader, site visited, date and 

number in party. We regret to announce that we are removing Draethen Lead Mines from our 

mine site list because we have been unable to make any progress to agree an access protocol due 

to the concerns of local NRW staff about Greater Horseshoe bats which hibernate at this mine in 

the winter.  

Dave Tyson, CAL Director via CCCNewsletter January 2017 

 

Ivor Brown 

A tribute to member Ivor Brown, whose death was announced at the beginning of April. Ivor 

attended the Hallfest at Mellington Hall to share an evocative series of photographs of the 

Shropshire mines in the 1900’s.  

I first met Ivor, some 50 years ago! He was most helpful in assisting a keen young mine explorer 

learn the tricks of the trade, and hopefully in a safe way. He had left school, gone down the local 

pits, worked himself up into management and as his native Shropshire mines had closed, jumped 

into a mining lecturership in the county. As more of them closed down he moved again, to a 

similar position in Doncaster. 

In this new job he moved into assisting planning authorities with the sites of disused mines, 

particularly important when building houses or roads. 

He was always interested in all aspects of mining and was a founder member of Shropshire 

Mining Club, and for many of the formative years of P.D.M.H.S. a stalwart member. He will be 

missed by the author, and in particular he stressed the importance of abandoned mine plans, a 

personal interest of mine that continues to this day. 

              John Lawson 

 

 

http://www.namho2017.info/
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Liz Armfield 
Many members will remember with affection Liz Armfield (nee Liz Pugh) who died 25th 

December 2016.  Liz was very active in the WMS for a number of years as the following extracts 

from Newsletter 19 of December 1988 attest: 

 

“Dyfyngwm kibble (NL18 item 6).  On a miserable wet Saturday in July Liz and entourage 

deposited “the beloved kibble” (more holes than metal) into Simon Hughes’ van for an unknown 

destination – since revealed as Llywernog Museum” 

“L.P. abseiled 150ft down a shaft at Ystrad Einon with Messrs Slater and Richards and found it 

‘Superb’” 

 

Liz was also heavily involved with organising a number of field trips in the late 1980’s. 

It was probably at a mining meet that Liz met Colin Armfield and they were married in 

December 1993. 

 

Sadly, but as is the way of the world, our paths diverged and contact with Liz was lost – but the 

news of her death brought back many memories. Our thoughts go out to Colin. 

 

WMS debt to Alasdair Neill  
In NL 75 I neglected to mention that Alasdair should be remembered as an unsung hero of the 

WMS – for he toiled for many hours to produce the Index of WMS Newsletter items from Issue 

1 through to Issue 53.  It is available on the WMS website and is an archetypical WMS document 

– it listed sites under ‘traditional’ rather than current county names – which have a pleasing 

ambience when used – and very good it is too.  Perhaps there is a volunteer to complete the index 

up to Newsletter 76? 

 

Trevor Chester Book Auction 
The Auction of Trevor Chesters’ books on behalf of Yvonne was a great success and all were 

found grateful new owners. A number of people expressed concern over the possibility that the 

“cornucopia” of papers would be lost to the WMS community.  Rest assured they were 

purchased by our Chairman Neil Culross who will be attempting to put them into some order so 

that they can be shared with anyone interested in Trevor’s work. (See correspondence from Neil 

below). 

 

Cave Conservation Code  
The BCA have drawn up a six page booklet on Minimal Impact Caving Guidance which is 

available on the BCA website and also the BCA Caving Code which is printed below.  Although 

it is intended for use by the caving fraternity it contains sound advice for mine explorers 

  Cave Conservation Code 

1  Cave with care and thought for the environment. 

2  Disturb nothing whether living or geological. 

3  Avoid touching formations. 

4  Keep to marked routes and never cross conservation tapes. 

5  Take nothing but photographs. 

6  Do not pollute the cave, leave nothing behind. 

 
Above four items – David Roe 
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The Forester’s Forest 
A landscape partnership programme for the Forest of Dean brings together 32 separate partners 

for a major programme investing in the natural, built and cultural heritage over the next five 

years. A £2.5 million lottery grant will fund a variety of projects including the training of a new 

generation of freeminers and study of the forest dialect.        www.forestersforest.co.uk 

 

Freeminer to be a Forest Verderer 
Freeminer and anti-fracking campaigner Richard Daniels has been voted in as a verderer of the 

Forest of Dean, to replace Ray Wright, the founder of the Clearwell Caves tourist attraction, who 

died in 2015. He was voted in at Gloucester Cathedral in a ceremony dating back to the 11th 

century, when verderers were first installed by King Canute to oversee timber allocations, 

poaching of deer, encroachment on land and other forest matters. These days, they mostly act as 

intermediaries between local people and the Forestry Commission, although they theoretically 

can still impose the death sentence for the poaching of deer. 

Above two items - Mole 

Cambrian Mines Trust 
The WMS has offered to make a contribution of £350 towards a Cambrian Mines Trust project 

involving the Early Bronze Age works at Copa Hill, Cwmystwyth, the Roman/ Medieval lead 

smelter, along with the gold disc find at Banc Tynddol, and the recent discovery at Pant Morcell. 

The Pant Morcell excavation revealed a Late Neolithic/ Early Bronze Age kerb cairn or 

megalithic monument located on the Comet Lode outcrop on the plateau between the Nant yr 

Onnen and the Graig Fawr.  

 

It was felt by CMT that these findings were of such importance that they deserved their own 

interpretation board. This would be located close to the Nant yr Onnen parking place and would 

enhance public appreciation of these wonderful features. The design and content would be 

organised by Simon Timberlake who is a Cambrian Mines Trust director. The CMT has already 

committed £350 of its scarce funds for this and it is intended that the resultant information board 

will be a “proper job” and the CMT is currently looking for further donations from other 

organisations. 

 

David Roe 

Aberllefenni Quarry 
A planning application has been received for further removal of tips at Aberllefenni Quarry. 

Much of the waste slate on the valley floor has been removed, the material being crushed for 

hardcore. The present application is for the removal of tips in the northern part of the site and 

within 35m of the scheduled water balance incline on the Ceunant Ddu site on the south west 

side of the valley.  The incline is largely intact, with a drum house, drum, cable, brake 

mechanism and tank wagon and is considered to be the best surviving example of its type. It was 

used to uphaul waste from the floor of the valley where there was limited space for tipping. The 

incline is surrounded by the tips it was used to create and which enhance its setting.  However, 

the tip to be removed is not considered to be part of this setting and CADW have no objection to 

the proposed development.  

(The water balance on the Foel Grochan site, which is not scheduled, is much degraded and the 

tips surrounding it have gone.) 

            Gwynedd Planning Portal via Dave Linton       

 

 

http://www.forestersforest.co.uk/
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The water balance incline in 1978 
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Aberllefenni Water Balance Incline 
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CORRESPONDENCE 

News from the Low Countries. 
Our Dutch member, Joost Scheltinga, writes from Leersum in the Netherlands to let us know he 

is alive and well and still taking an interest in Welsh mining matters. As you may guess, Joost is 

a cousin of Sion Scheltinga of Nany Bwlch yr Haiarn and first visited the Nant in 1972. He has 

explored many of the Llanrwst mines and has written a MA thesis on Parc Mine (in Dutch) and a 

PhD. on the economics of the Gwydir estate. He continues to visit Wales from time to time so 

perhaps we will see him at one of our weekends before long. 

 

Trevor Chesters’ box 
As some of you will be aware I have acquired a box of ‘paperwork’ from the Trevor Chester book 

auction. The contents of the box are an eclectic mix of documents, letters, notebooks, photographs 

and newspaper cuttings relating to mines, quarries and gold prospecting from the 1800’s through 

to the late 1900’s. 

So far, I have separated out all the documents relating to Wales and eventually plan to catalogue 

everything, - probably in my retirement! 

 

I am happy for anyone to peruse the box with prior arrangement or if there is a topic of particular 

interest to someone I will endeavour to bear them in mind while sorting through it. I can be 

contacted through the ‘Chairman’ link on the website or my personal email address. 

 

Examples of some of the items that may be of particular interest to the membership are as follows: 

 

Contract Book 1898 (to 1903) for Groes-ddwy-afon Slate Quarry, Ffestiniog. 

Details what work was let to who and for how much. Owner/author of book unknown. 

 

Captain Evan Jones’ “Levelling Book”. 

Relates to Groes-ddwy-afon  Slate Quarry, Ffestiniog. First page dated Sept 6th 1899. 

Also pages with notes referring to a fall at Rhosydd Slate Quarry, estimate of costs of erecting 

a mill at Foelgron Slate Quarry, and survey notes of sections at Bryn Glas Slate Quarry. 

 

Legal document relating to breaches of covenants at Blaen y Cwm Slate Quarry, 1920. 

 

Surveyor’s (?) letter relating to discrepancies between a Plan and ‘Deed of Arrangements’ at 

Rhiwbach Slate Quarry, 1901. 

 

Copy of lease of Cwt-y-Bugail Slate Quarry, 1934 

 

Draft lease of Blaen y Cwm Slate Quarry between Winifred Frances Wynne to The Festiniog Slate 

Quarry Co, 1920 

 

Neil Culross 
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DAVID ROE – SECRETARY AND TREASURER OF THE WMS 
  

The WMS Newsletter has a chat with our Secretary 

and Treasurer to find out a little about him. 

 

You seem to have been WMS Secretary and 

Treasurer for ever.  Not quite – I was not at the very 

first WMS meeting and when the original secretary, 

Alan Golding, left the UK to work in Botswana at the 

end of 1982 I thought it would be fun to do it for a 

couple of years - little realising it was a life sentence, 

without remission for good behaviour. 

 

You don’t sound madly enthusiastic about it.  It 

has been amazing fun helping the society tick over for 

all these years in its uniquely eccentric, anarchistic 

and unconstituted fashion.  I am very grateful I have 

been given the opportunity to meet some wonderful characters who have been part of the Society 

over the last four decades.  But I like to have a moan occasionally – I did calculate how many 

hours I did every year on WMS stuff – I think it came to a total of 10 days a year and I have 

sealed and stamped about 25,000 envelopes while doing my time.  The annual cajoling of 

members to get them to pay their subscriptions on time so I can get their insurance sorted out 

sometimes drives me to distraction.  

 

So why did you join the WMS in the first place? To be honest it was not the industrial 

archaeology – I was a mineral collector and the WMS seemed to be a good way to discover the 

mines and associated piles of rock. But I have always loved history so I have been drawn into the 

world of mining over the last three decades. 

 

Do have you any special interests such as engine houses or tramways?  Again I fear I may 

disappoint many members if I confess I only have an “educated layman’s interest” – I just love 

historic remains whether it is a Bronze Age burial cairn, a Roman villa, a Medieval cathedral or a 

buddle – and the bonus of being somewhere in Wales just adds to the pleasure. I love imagining 

the people doing these amazing things and then trying to get inside their heads so as to 

understand what drove them to achieve what they did – with the added poignancy that so often it 

ended in failure.   

 

You do have a connection with Wales, don’t you?  My mother was from Barmouth and that’s 

where I was born. She met my father during the war when he was stationed in the Llyn Peninsula 

– he was from the Home Counties and 10 days after my birth the family returned to Kent where 

he was a teacher. But my father loved the mountains and his job meant we could have long 

summer holidays in my grandparents’ house overlooking the bowling green in Barmouth. I was 

dragged up Welsh mountains from a young age – of course I hated it at the time - but after his 

very early death when I was in my twenties I began to realise what he had loved so much about 

Wales – and the hills.  I still get a lump in the throat every time I come down the pass from Dinas 

to Dolgellau. 

 

And you speak Welsh?  Not a word – my mother was fluent - but she came from the generation 

that accepted the inferred inferiority of the Welsh language – at school they were smacked with 

the ruler if they spoke Welsh in class - and she did not feel passionate about keeping the 
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language alive. It’s a big regret of mine – but then when I add in my dyslexia – Welsh words are 

a particular nightmare for me – all the combinations of m, n, r, w and throw in a few l’s and d’s 

and my brain circuits start gently frying. I have to spell check Mawddwy or Machynlleth every 

time – even though I must have read and written them hundreds of times.   

 

So WMS was a bit of a challenge! It was – particularly when David Bick learnt that I was the 

proud owner of an Amstrad 8256 word processor and decided that typing the WMS Newsletter 

from his hand written notes was part of my secretarial duties.  David James remarked recently 

the David Bick’s hand writing looked OK at first sight but the problems began when you tried to 

decipher it! 

 

Your favourite WMS memory?  I think it is probably the Red Dragon Mine excavation when 

we were digging down the key hole entrance that would have been under the Perkes 

amalgamator. I noticed that the mortar on the stonework was pink and then I got a flash of 

recognition from my chemistry days – it was mercury oxide! A little bit further down we found a 

puddle of mercury in the rubble. Final proof that all our previous speculation on this being the 

site of Red Dragon Mine was correct – and evidence that they had actually run the amalgamator 

in their search for gold. 

 

Your worst moment with Welsh mines?  Not many - but there was the self-inflicted 

foolishness during the WMS field trip to the manganese mines behind Harlech.  The weather 

forecast was awful and at Llyn Eiddew everyone else sensibly turned back apart from me. I love 

the walk up the mine road to Llyn Du Bach and then round the back of Moel Ysgyfarnogod to 

the mine there. When I got there it was relatively protected and I pottered about for an hour or so 

before suddenly realising that visibility had dropped to 20 metres, the predicted gale force 9 

storm had arrived and it was chucking it down with rain. And I was alone and probably 6 miles 

from the nearest habitation. It was my version of Maurice Herzog coming down after the first 

ascent of Annapurna. The relief that I felt when I got back to the car – and to see Geoff Fitton 

had stayed behind just to check that I got down alright – I have always felt grateful for that. 

 

And your favourite mine?  Red Dragon, or Josephine Baker’s Friar’s Coat up on Aran 

Fawddwy, or Esgair Mwyn with its memories of dear George Hall? I seem to have a thing about 

the mines in the middle of nowhere – so I think it will be the Bronze Age workings at the top of 

Copa Hill.  To sit there on a summer’s day with a red kite circling above and to imagine those 

miners toiling at the rock face so many thousand years ago. And to ponder on how they 

transported the ore or metal to the customers. And then realise that they did not go east over the 

mountains to England but west down the Ystwyth to meet an intrepid merchant on the beach at 

Aberystwyth.  And there they would barter for goods from who knows where – perhaps doing a 

deal with a Phoenician all the way from the eastern Mediterranean. And suddenly they are all 

there with me - that’s the magic of the old mines for me. 

 

You sound all misty eyed! The video clip we had at the Spring Meet summed it all up for me – 

the one of Idris Treharne pursuing the miner’s dream up at Cynnant – a dream that goes back all 

those millennia to the Bronze Age. 
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THE YSPYTTY YSTWYTH FLAGSTONE 
 

Joe Duxbury suggested that the monogram at the top of the stone was “IHS”, indicating that it 

was originally a gravestone. (“IHS” is an example of a christogram, often seen in Christian 

churches. It is  a symbol of Jesus Christ in form of an acronym, "IHS" being the first letters (iota-

eta-sigma) of the name Jesus, IHΣΟΥΣ, in the Greek alphabet).The inscription was in fact 

“THS”, but your editor’s sloppy cropping of the photo resulted in the cross of the T being cut off. 

Having said that, as you will see below, Joe was not entirely incorrect in his deduction. 

John Webb and Roger Bird put their thinking caps on and came up with this convincing 

explanation: 

 

Some thoughts can be offered on the provenance of the inscribed slate slab (WMS N/L 

Autumn 2016, p.14). 

It was hoped that the TSH monogram contained the initials of a promoter or a 

company, but Roger Bird quickly realised that it was really supposed to be the word THIS. 

Unfortunately, this meant that any chance of conclusively linking the site to a specific mine had 

been lost. A search was mounted for any levels begun in the decade 1890-99 in the local area to 

see if any links would emerge. A picture was revealed of an industry in serious decline, many 

mines having already closed. The situation worsened in 1893 when John Taylor & Sons ceased 

working the grouping known as the Lisburne Mines. 

The chances of finding any new levels looked slim, but John Webb recalled an article 

by George W Hall (N/L 62, Item 51. Glogfawr) mentioning two small workings in the area, 

East Glogfach and the western adit of Penlanfach, both reported to be on the Glogfach lode. 

Further research showed the Penlanfach adit to have been started after 1900 so it was ruled out 

leaving just East Glogfach as the sole possibility in the area but only if started during the 

decade. 

As Graeme Tyson mentioned, Glogfach Mine had closed but its dumps were later re-

worked until exhausted. Shortly after, in June 1891, John Taylor & Sons reported the driving of 

a shallow adit east on the Glogfach lode*. A new shaft to be called Taylors was started close by 

at the same time, but work on both was temporarily suspended. A year later, under the name 

East Glogfach, further work was reported on both shallow adit and shaft, but nothing of value 

was found in either and the work was again suspended. Work did not resume until after 1900. 

The date and the proximity of East Glogfach to where the inscribed slate was found, 

about l km away, suggest a potential link but would an inscribed stone have been 

commissioned for this minor, unsuccessful working? There are many adits in the area and only 

a few have any inscription at all, usually just initials and a date. Plaques or inset stone blocks 

seem to be reserved for major adits such as Level Fawr at Pontrhydygroes. Also, the Taylors 

are not known for commissioning such plaques. 

The photograph of the stone provided data that may offer an explanation. Firstly, the 

full inscription reads THIS LEVEL WAS COMMENCED A D 189-, exactly the same, date 

excepted, as that at the mouth of Level Fawr. This suggests a local origin. Secondly, several of 

the characters are not of professional standard and hint that this was a practice piece by an 

aspiring stonemason rather than a commissioned plaque. It may be pure coincidence, but census 

returns for Ysbytty Ystwyth show John Davies, 25, as a Mason in 1891 and John Davies, 35, as 

a Stone Mason in 1901. Was he perhaps the creator of Graeme Tyson's stone?  

 

* NLW MS 37, Notes by O T Jones on the Reports to Shareholders by John Taylor & Sons. 

 

Roger Bird and John Webb 

 

https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jesus_Christ
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acronym
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_alphabet
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THE ELECTRIC ORE FINDER AT TALACRE MINE, FLINTSHIRE 
 

The joy of any research is that new information comes to light in the strangest of places. In this 

case, a recently discovered article in the Mining Reporter, a mining newspaper published in 

Denver, Colorado, USA, that provided further detail about the trial of the Electric Ore Finder at 

Talacre Mine, Flintshire in 1903. 

  

WMS members may recollect that I have previously written several papers and articles in WMS 

publications (A Lode of History [2007] and the Newsletter [December 2011]) about Leo Daft 

and Alfred William and their Electric Ore Finder.  

  

Daft was born in Birmingham in 1843 and after qualifying in engineering moved to America, and 

was a pioneer in the development of the electric tramway, and also established an electricity 

generating company. 

  

Williams was born in 1871 at Oswestry, the son of the postmaster. He moved to Seattle about 

1888 and eventually married Daft's eldest daughter Matilda. He became involved with his father-

in-law's experimental work in developing an electric ore-finder, a geophysical prospecting 

technique used for locating mineral veins.  

 

 

 

Alfred William with electrical apparatus c1900. 

                                     (Courtesy of the Williams family, USA) 
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Setting up the Electric Ore Finder trial at Ealing in February 1903. 

(Illustrated London News - Saturday 07 February 1903, page 8) 

 

After some moderate success, they brought their ore-finder equipment to England and together 

with a financier, Edward Kenyon Stow, established a company Williamstow Ltd, in 1900. By 

December 1901 the name of the company was changed to the Electrical Ore Finding Company, 

Ltd. to reflect the nature of the business. 

 

After surveying the Cwmystwyth mine, to gain some credibility for the technique, the Company 

decided to publicise the method further, and so in February 1903 they invited the Press  

to a demonstration at Ealing cricket ground. A strip of tinplate was buried in the ground and an 

attempt was made to find it with the surveying equipment. One disadvantage of the technique 

was that it was very subjective and any results were not physically quantified.  Electrodes were 

placed in the ground through which alternating electric currents were passed. The operator 

listened through an earpiece to the resulting series of clicks and judged the location of any 

mineral vein that intersected the survey area, by the intensity, and time interval of the clicking. 

 

Some of the more sceptical reporters present at the demonstration however, demanded a proper 

and fair trial of the equipment at a mine site. 'How could a metal strip actually represent a real 

mineral vein?' Talacre Mine, Flintshire was chosen as a suitable test site and the trial was 

described in the Mining Reporter (August 6th and 13th, 1903), together with a group photograph 

of those in attendance. 

 

'The Talacre mine is a lead mine in North Wales and short distances only were necessary in this 

test. The distributing electrodes were only about 300 feet apart and located north and south at 

right angles to a lode which had been worked and along which a heading had been driven for 

some distance. No large amount of payable ore had been struck for some time and the mine had 
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been shut down owing to it having been thought that it was worked out. It is said only fourteen 

tons had been taken out in several years and this would not pay for working. According to a 

position indicated by the vein already worked, the line of greatest intensity and loudest sound 

should normally have passed through a small stable some 300 yards to the east, but on trial with 

the instruments almost dead-silence was obtained at the stable. The line of greatest effect was 

found to be turned about 200 feet to the south. In this Talacre lead mine the ordinary prospecting 

methods had nearly bankrupted the owners and it is hoped the electrical methods of prospecting 

introduced will indicate which direction work is required in order to strike richer ore.'  

 

There is also an account in the Mining Journal (4th April 1903, page 396) that provided more 

detail of the trial. The survey at Talacre was different to those previously conducted elsewhere, 

as one transmitting electrode was placed underground, and the second sited above it on the 

surface.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Talacre demonstration of the Electric ore Finder 

(Mining Reporter, August 6th 1903, page 117) 

 

J.T Burrows of Prestatyn photographed the Talacre demonstration of the electric ore finder. 

Unfortunately, the photograph was distorted in the scanning process prior to it being placed on 

the Internet. The group is posed around one of the equipment tripods, and two of the party can be 

seen listening through an earpiece. Fortunately, we do know from an account in the Chester 

Courant and Advertiser for North Wales (1st April 1903 page 6) who, in addition to the Press, 

attended the trial. They included: 
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Hon. Cecil T. Parker.  Chairman - Holywell-Halkyn Tunnel and Mining Company. 

Mr. Thomas Smith.  Chairman - Talacre Mining Company. 

Mr. Granger.   Agent-General for Minerals, South Australian Government.* 

R. Shaw.    United Alkali Company. 

Rowland Muspratt. 

C.G. Haswell.   Secretary - Talacre Mining Company. 

I.P.Jones.   Secretary - Holywell-Halkyn Tunnel and Mining Company. 

J.R. Thomson, T.M. Keene, G.Davison, T.A. Beckett, G.F. Wynne -  Minera Mines. 

_ Jones    H.M. Inspector of Mines. 

Lloyd Jones.    Sir Watkin Williams Wynn's mineral agent. 

_ Park.    Agent Chirk Castle Estates. 

Walter Conway. 

Captain Francis.   Halkyn Mines 

Captain Francis junior. 

Captain Kitto.    Foxdale Mines, Isle of Man. 

Captains: Thomas, Edwards, Davies.  North Hendre Mine. 

 

Others included, Rev. A.H. Fish, J.J. Cunnah, S.J.R. Dickson, Henry Taylor**, John Thompson, 

R.P. Bradbury, H.A. Cope, Eustace Carey and _ Rayner. 

 

* The Electric Ore Finder was later used in Australia. 

** This is probably either Henry Enfield Taylor or Henry Claude Taylor. Both were partners in 

John Taylor and Sons. 

 

An extension to the vein was predicted from the results and the newspaper article concludes: 

'Thursday’s demonstration could be of no other opinion than that the new electric ore finder is, 

at any rate, worthy of a trial, and if this be successful, who can say what the future may have in 

store for the lead mining industry of Flintshire?' 

 

Unfortunately, no further trials were conducted in Flintshire, and Talacre mine produced very 

little ore in the following years!  

Rob Vernon 

 

CAPTAIN WILLIAM WILLIAMS OF VAN MINES 

 
Whilst sorting out through some old photographs taken by a late friend of mine, I came across a 

print of a photo he'd taken about 1976 of a framed picture of (we were told) Captain William 

Williams that hung in the old Manledd chapel at Fan which we obtained access to about that 

time. I was always given to understand this chapel had been funded or founded by Williams, he 

being the driving force behind the discovery and managing of Van mine. 

I attach a copy of the print which may be of interest to WMS members. I do not recall having 

ever seen another picture of Captain Williams. I assume this to be Williams senior. 

 
An Internet search of "Manledd Chapel, Van" pulled up an article of which the item below is a 

cut and pasted section. I think the chapel at Van is now a dwelling and I've no idea what 

happened to the framed photo of Williams we saw all those years ago. It may still be there, but 
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it's not exactly inspiring and may have found its way into a skip. I think the big house next to the 

chapel was Williams' before he moved nearer to Llanidloes. 
 

A few years ago, after reading a comment by Nigel Chapman in his British Mining volume on 

Van about the Williams family possibly having connections to Pennine lead mines, I took 

advantage of my (at the time) subscription to Ancestry and looked  up some 1871 census records 

for William Williams (at Van) which were mildly interesting, but hardly original research and 

only slightly connected to mining. 

Unsurprisingly, you'll find there were a lot 

of Williams' connected to Welsh mining! 

 

At the former lead mining village of Y Fan 

(Van) outside Llanidloes, the ornate 

Wesleyan Chapel is now empty. The 

congregation, which was much reduced, 

joined the Presbyterian Chapel (Manledd) 

nearby in 1992. It has an ogee and a rose 

window. It also had a reading room and 

library. It was built in 1871-72 and cost 

£1,200. The man who instigated this 

interesting chapel was Captain William 

Williams (1815-1879) a native of Golch 

near Holywell and himself a lay preacher 

and later Mayor of Llanidloes. He was in 

fact the founder of the Van Mines. There is 

a move, on the part of some inhabitants of Y 

Fan to make the chapel a Miners' Museum. 

William Williams was buried in the 

graveyard of Caerau Wesleyan chapel, 

some two or three miles outside Llanidloes. 

It was closed several years ago, sold to a 

Londoner but is rapidly falling into ruins. Several chapels in this district have been converted 

into dwelling houses, including - Cefn Wesleyan Methodist, the former Baptist chapel at Dylife 

and Rhydwen CM. chapel there.  

Neil Dickinson 

HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT (WALES) ACT. 
 

Ken Richards, of Toronto, writes the following: 

During the past three years, I have participated as a stakeholder/amicus curiae in the 

Welsh Government's consultation process on planning, the environment, the historic 

environment and protected landscapes. 

Attached is a note that summarizes recent changes to Welsh laws and policies regarding 

the conservation and protection of physical assets of historic and archaeological 

significance or interest in Wales. Historic mines and quarries may be affected by the 

changes. 
 

Introduction 

A significant shift is underway in the management of the historic environment of Wales. The 

Welsh Government is the first jurisdiction in the United Kingdom to pass a law to protect the 

historic environment. Policy and discussion papers have also been released regarding the 
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interpretation and administration of the Act, and its integration with planning and environmental 

management regimes in Wales. Government departments (and local authorities) are also required 

by Welsh law (The Future Well Being of Future Generations (Wales) Act, 2015) to incorporate 

the principles of sustainability into their actions. 

 

Disused mines and quarries are probably located in areas recognized in Welsh administrative law 

as historic landscapes or world heritage sites (e.g. Blaenavon and the Llechi Cymru World 

Heritage proposal). There are 36 registered historic landscapes in Wales, e.g. Nantlle Valley and 

Dolaucothi. 

 

The protection of natural and physical assets in National Parks and Areas of Outstanding Natural 

Beauty, which may include historic mines and quarries, also remains an open question in Wales. 

Lord Elis-Thomas is expected to report on a review of the situation to Leslie Griffiths, Cabinet 

Secretary for the Environment and RuralAffairs, which may happen sometime this year. 

 

The Historic Environment (Wales) Act, which received Royal Assent in the spring 2016, is 

directed at the conservation and protection of local heritage assets and preventing damage of 

scheduled monuments and listed buildings  

 

The Act also provides for the establishment of: 

-  Historic Environment Records for each local authority in Wales that will include: 

place names, listed buildings, conservation areas, monuments, historic parks and 

gardens, conflict sites, historic landscapes and world heritage sites. The proposed list 

of historic place names and the register of historic parks and gardens are new 

initiatives. 

- An Advisory Panel to advise Welsh Ministers on matters relating to the formulation, 

development and implementation of policy and strategy in relation to the historic 

environment in Wales. 

 

Secondary legislation 

Several "policy/technical" papers were released for public comment during the year. The papers 

describe key elements of the Historic Environment of Wales, and explain how these will be 

integrated into planning and environmental management regimes in Wales. 

 

 

Policy Statements 

Five demands of the planning system in Wales, as expressed by Cabinet Secretary for 

Environment and Rural Affairs, Lesley Griffiths (June 2016). 

• A visionary and evidence-based planning system. 

• A connected planning system. 

• A planning system that helps to deliver. 

• An efficient planning system. 

• A valued planning system. 

 

"Light Springs Through the Dark: A Vision for Culture in Wales." Report announced by Cabinet 

Secretary (Minister) Ken Skates in December 2016, who wants to:  

• Promote more debate within Welsh politics and society about the value of culture, and 

how best we can work together to nurture and promote it. 

• Encourage bright ideas and initiatives, from whatever source. 
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Comment: The Historic Environment Act (Wales) Act 2016, which is basic in content compared 

with other new Welsh laws, is perhaps as far as the Welsh Assembly was able to go legally, 

given the terms of the devolution agreement. Under present circumstances the 

administration/management of the act depends mainly on planning and environmental regimens 

in Wales, which are also being revamped under new Welsh laws. 

 

The proposed Advisory Panel has not been appointed. The reasons may be budgetary or 

administrative: the notion of two advisory/expert bodies regarding the historic environment, such 

as an Advisory Panel and the Royal Commission, is a non-starter in the current budgetary 

environment. 

 

The standing of local history/archaeological groups in Wales in the changed circumstances is 

unclear. The Welsh Government may have deferred discussion of the question until planning, 

environmental and other administrative and budgetary matters are resolved with local authorities. 

 

Ken Richards 

CYNNANT 

There has recently been renewed interest in this mine, stimulated by Terry Treharne’s talk at the 

Hallfest and augmented by the archival film footage shown by David Roe at the Spring Meet 2017. 

It has a special fascination as the last lead mine to have been worked in Central Wales. 

Additionally, the geological setting, together with that of  neighbouring Nantymwyn, is now 

known in much greater detail following the publication of the British Geological Survey (BGS) 

map in 2005. George Hall (1971) records that eight tons of galena were hand-picked and sold. 

 

Cynnant lies in a remote valley N of Cynghordy in a tributary of the Cynnant Fawr stream around 

SN 805 443. Its spelling has sometimes followed that of the nearby farmhouse, spelt Cynant on 

the OS map. The mine lies on the SE flank of the Esgair Berfedd anticline in late Ordovician strata. 

The lode proved of very limited extent and is not shown on the BGS map; it strikes broadly NE 

and dips steeply to NW, it may have originated as a reverse fault on the locally overturned  SE 

limb of the fold. 

 

David Bick followed the progress of the venture with great interest and his surveys made in 1964 

and 1966 are preserved in the Ceredigion Archives. In contrast to David’s unique semi-legible 

scribbles that generally characterise his field notes the Cynnant surveys are beautifully drawn but 

are now difficult to decipher on faded paper; moreover they are at an archaic scale and their various 

parts have very variable orientations. I thought that David’s plans deserved a digitally-readable 

redrawing and have hence produced them at 1:500 scale to fit an A4 page and with the plan (but 

not the sections) correctly oriented to Grid North. The attached figure shows the new plan but 

reduced to fit the page size of the newsletter. The sections show the steep dip of the lode and the 

grits very well, but the arrow labelled ‘dip’ must presumably indicate that of the cleavage in the 

shales. 

References 

British Geological Survey. 2005. Builth Wells. England and Wales Sheet 196. 1:50,000. Keyworth, 

Nottingham: British Geological Survey. 

 

Hall, G.W. 1971. Metal Mines of Southern Wales. Jennings, Gloucester. viii + 96 pp. 

 

David James 
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FURTHER PREHISTORIC WORKINGS AT CWMYSTWYTH (TAYLOR’S 

- GLANDERI, W. CWMYSTWYTH MINE SETT) 
 

A series of ancient opencut mineworkings on the hillside above Penparc, at the western end of 

the Comet Lode, were examined in October 2015 following reports (by D. James) of the 

discovery of stone tools. These infilled workings and scree-mixed tips are located at an altitude 

of between 287m and 294m AOD (see point *1 on Figure 2a), approximately 1500m to the west 

of the Pant Morcell cairn (which itself is located upon the outcrop of the Comet Lode), and 

2000m to the west of the Bronze Age Opencast on Copa Hill (see point *2 on accompanying 

Figure 2b). The site grid reference is SN 7955 7406. 

 

The c.50m long section of worked outcrop here yielded broken hammer stones and flakes from 

these tools within gossan-rich mine spoil associated with a well-marked line of lode outcrop 

(now defined by several overgrown opencasts) ascending the hillside above Penparc (see P on 

Figure 1b) . There are no records of early working here, but the vein was first tried at depth by 

Taylor’s Adit in the early 1840s (Hughes, 1981), and following that sufficient encouragement 

was found to stope this upwards to Middle Adit, and then to surface. Hereabouts the collapsed 

underlie shaft occupies a large hollow part-filled with hill-crept debris from surface workings 

above where the lode has been entirely stripped out (point 7 on Figure 1b) leaving a damage zone 

on the footwall exposed. Higher on the hill the lode displays a small ‘jog’ before reverting to a 

strike slightly S of E in Top Adit. 

 

The lode was shown by Warrington Smyth (Smyth, 1847) but with undefined lateral extent and 

became termed the Penparc Lode. Until the studies of O.T.Jones (1922) it was not recognised 

that the lode was truncated to its NW by the major north-hading Ystwyth Fault. Jones 

unfortunately wrote that the lode was N-dipping despite evidence from the 1873 mine plans of 

southerly dip seen in Taylor’s Adit. This adit then became accessible in 2004 and was surveyed 

as far as a collapse on the Ystwyth Fault (James, 2006). Integration of this survey with new 

surface mapping has shown that the Penparc Lode is in fact the repetition of the major Comet 

Lode in the footwall of the Ystwyth Fault; notably its atypical strike of slightly S of E and dip of 

only 50-60°is mirrored by the strike and dip of the Comet in the workings off Raws Level in the 

hanging wall (i.e. R in Figure 1a).  

 

Unlike the majority of workings at the Cwmystwyth Mine which lie in the Rhuddnant Grits 

Formation (Davies et al. 1997) the workings above Taylor’s lie around the junction of the Blaen 

Myherin Mudstones with the silts, thin sandstones and mudrock of the Devil’s Bridge Formation. 

A number of the hammer stones are hence, not surprisingly, made from cobbles composed of 

these Grits or other exotic lithologies. 

 

The site awaits a full survey and possibly also testpitting to determine the depth of tip and the 

autocthaneity of the hammerstones, and the presence or absence of charcoal derived from 

firesetting. This will define the potential of the site for further excavation and radiocarbon dating. 

At the moment it seems likely that these are prehistoric openworks similar to (but on a smaller 

scale) than those to be found at the Comet Lode Opencast, at the far eastern end of the Comet 

Lode on Copa Hill. 

 

Initial examination of the hammerstone assemblage (currently <10 tools) which includes 

hammers re-used as anvils and mortars, as well as broken flakes or spalls, suggests that these are 

identical to the toolset(s) used by the Early Bronze Age miners on Copa Hill. More than half of 
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the cobbles looked appear to be well rounded and polished smooth, which consistent with an 

origin on the coastal storm beaches of the Aberystwyth-Borth area. 

 

The site will be re-visited and work undertaken in 2017. 
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Simon Timberlake (Early Mines Research Group) and David James 

 

Figure 1: Drawings of cobble stone mining hammer/ anvil  stone from Taylor’s Glynderi 

(Brenda Craddock). 
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Figure 2: (2a) Location map showing solid geology. Stars indicate hammer stone sites; 

*1 this paper; *2 Bronze Age opencast on Copper Hill. Key to lodes: C, Comet; K, 

Kingside. YF denotes the Ystwyth Fault. CV, Cwmystwyth village; P, Penparc; R, Raw’s 

Adit.  

(2b) Air photograph of hillside above Penparc looking north. 1, Taylor’s Adit; 2, 

approximate site of Middle Adit; 3, Top Adit; 4, Top Shaft; 5, 6, 7, opencast workings; 

8, trial level on Ystwyth Fault; 9, col marking the line of the Ystwyth Fault; 10, trials on 

minor lode. Photograph courtesy of Ivor Richards. 
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GEOPHYSICAL PROSPECTION ON THE BRONZE AGE OPENCAST, 

COPA HILL, ABERYSTWYTH  
 

In October 2015 the Early Mines Research Group (EMRG) commissioned an electrical resistivity 

tomography (ERT) survey of the Comet Lode Opencast on Copa Hill from the geophysical 

company Tiger Geo Ltd. in order to help determine the depth and shape of the floor of this buried 

opencast, as well as the topography of the buried land surface beneath the prehistoric spoil tips 

(SN 8116 7523). In addition, further prospective work was carried out uphill of the opencast to 

look for the possibility of a (now infilled) continuation of the early mining work. Although the 

site had been fairly intensively examined between 1989 and 2002 (see Timberlake 2003 & 2004), 

for logistical reasons these particular questions could not effectively be answered by excavation. 

Various conclusions could be drawn from the results of this geophysical work. Firstly, that both 

Profies 1 + 2 (undertaken at 3m probe spacing) implied the existence of up to 5m of resistive 

ground downslope of the opencast above what must logically be bedrock. Between 0.5 – 2m of 

this seems likely to be tip material (from the analysis of previous excavation trenches), yet the 

layer beneath is almost certainly a mixture of colluvium and moraine covering the outcrop. 

Secondly, the openwork itself appears to be about 7m deep below the top of the fill close to the 

entrance (see also Timberlake 2003 re. depth of Fissure 1 excavation), and perhaps 14m below 

the original ground level at its deepest point. This however must be regarded as an average depth, 

given that the resolution of the ERT method appears inadequate for detecting individual pits 

within the floor of the working. 

At the northern end of the openwork (i.e. at its deepest extent into the mountainside) the rock 

face appears to rise vertically from the base of the excavation at c.60m SW along the ERT 

profile; this being from a depth of about 5-6m below the surface of the fill within the openwork. 

Meanwhile, Profile 3 (approximately 70m E-W) which was examined some 60m to the north of 

the main opencut at 1m probe spacings appears to confirm the existence of a 4m deep peat-filled 

gully or excavation lying on the projected course of the vein. Given the location of this feature, it 

seems likely that it represents a continuation of the prehistoric working in the form of a second 

deep opencut. 

Further geophysical work using a variety of different techniques was carried out October 2016. 

This included an examination of the area to either side of the opencast using magnetic 

susceptibility to detect areas of burning, thus the possibility of smelting hearths or habitations, 

magnetometry along the valley floor at Banc Tynnddol and Penguelan to look for further Roman-

Medieval lead furnaces, and around the currently excavated cairn on Pant Morcell to look for any 

associated features. The only clear results so far are indications for the presence yet other 

unrecognised smelting hearths or furnaces along the valley floor. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS AT CWMYSTWYTH MINE – 

PANT MORCHELL [SN 80627502] 
In October 2015 and 2016 the Early Mines Research Group undertook the excavation of a unique 

but little known and recognized prehistoric monument on the top of the Pant Morcell plateau, a 

prominent spur located high up on the northern slope of the Ystwyth Valley between the Nant y 

onnen and Copa Hill and the Nant Watcyn and eastern edge of the Graig Fawr workings. This 

was the site of what appeared to be a large collapsed and denuded Bronze Age kerb cairn which 

had been severely damaged by hushing and digging (‘robbing’) activities undertaken by lead 

miners in the 18th century, yet was still recognisable on account of the large fallen standing 

stones, now displaced and scattered across the top of a very shallow cairn. We were partly 

interested in this site because of it seemed like it might be contemporaneous with the Early 

Bronze Age copper mine (Comet Lode Opencast) on the hillside opposite, two intervisible 

monuments which lay at a similar elevation, but also because its location was bang on the 

continuing outcrop of the Comet Lode, thus excavation of this site could well reveal further 

evidence for prehistoric prospection. 

Following permissions provided by CADW, Natural Wales, and the landowners CMT, 

archaeological works commenced in 2015 with the de-turfing of the cairn and an area around it 

followed by a pre-excavation plan. The investigation then continued in 2016 with the full 

excavation of two opposing quadrants of the monument. This revealed a c. 9m diameter stone 

circle enclosing a shallow stone cairn built around a slightly off-centre natural rock outcrop 

composed of shaly Rhuddnant Grits. Interestingly this outcrop had been  extensively quarried by 

the cairn builders on its northern side, partly to level the site, and partly to detach large, fresh 

rectangular blocks of stone (some up to 1.5 metres long) which were then inserted into shallow 

socket holes in the rock and the thin overlying soils forming an ellipsoid circle of (at least) seven 

upright stones, with possibly an additional four stones in the centre as a ‘cove’ or other type of 

structure centred upon the focal point of the outcrop, and perhaps also with a series of 2-3 

intercutting shallow pits dug into the shallow cairn cover down to the level of the previously 

quarried surface, now only15-20 cms below the base of the turf. 

It had been suspected that these central pits might have been associated with an interned body or 

else with cremation(s), but no pottery, bone or burnt bone was found, though spreads of charcoal 

were recovered from these, and from the eastern stone-lined pit setting came two halves of a 

beautifully polished perforated stone macehead made of Graig Llwyd microdiorite sourced at the 

Group 7 axe factory site near Penmaenmawr on the North Welsh coast. The rough-outs for 

making polished stone axes and other tools were quarried here during the Late Neolithic, so the 

discovery of a ritually broken example placed on the edge of this pit is suggestive of ceremony 

and remembrance, if not of burial close by. 

On the south-eastern side of the monument a thin spill of cairn material overlay a black peaty 

buried soil containing a scatter of broken-up quartz vein, some of which had traces of galena in 

it. Somewhat surprisingly a sample of this soil provided a relatively late radiocarbon date of 265-

420 Cal AD suggesting that this was a post-cairn development, perhaps one also associated with 

contemporary prospection in the vicinity. We know that Roman mining was carried out within 

this general area of the mine on account of the find of similarly-dated lead bole smelting furnace 

at Banc Tynddol, at the foot of the Pant Morcell hill. What is more to the point though is that 

there is no evidence for any link between the cairn and its stone circle and early mining, the 

probability being this monument pre-dates (if only slightly) the earliest workings on Copa Hill, 

and that it may be Late Neolithic rather than Early Bronze Age in date. 

Two of the hushing channels radiating from the dam and reservoir on its northern side cut 

through the cairn body, with many of the larger stone slabs having been lifted off by the 

eighteenth century miners and thrown to its eastern edge. In one place a small pile of lead ore 
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was found piled up against the outcrop, perhaps part of a small collection of ‘shoad ore’ picked 

from the base of the hush. It seemed clear to us that the miners knew that this was an ancient 

mound, and whilst not respecting its preservation, dug holes throughout looking for treasure, or 

possibly for ore. 

A full account of this excavation is being written up for publication in the journal Archaeology in 

Wales. 

 Simon Timberlake April 2017 
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MEMBERSHIP MATTERS 
 

The 100 or so members who have paid their 2017 subscriptions will find their BCA insurance 

card enclosed with this newsletter.  

 

The remainder of you will have noticed that you have, yet again, a cheerful fluorescent highlight 

on their envelopes – that means your 2017 subscriptions are still due!  I encourage you to peer 

closely at the label whereupon you will see that it gives what year you are paid up to and whether 

you are overground or underground BCA insured, or just Newsletter only.  Some of you did not 

get round to paying for 2016 (and a handful have not yet paid for 2015).  The WMS Treasurer 

clings to the hope you will see the error of your ways and without further delay dispatch a cheque 

(payable to the WMS) for your arrears to David Roe 

 

Subscriptions Rates for 2017  
 
Your current subscription status is shown on your Newsletter envelope label. If it is highlighted 

in fluorescent colour it means payment is due. Cheques (payable to Welsh Mines Society) should 

be sent to David Roe, 20, Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon PL21 0NG 

 

WMS membership with BCA overground insurance is £11 (includes Newsletter) 

WMS membership with BCA underground insurance is £22 (includes Newsletter) 

WMS membership where you have BCA insurance through another club or society is £5 (you 

only have to pay the BCA insurance premium once)  

WMS Newsletter only subscription is £5 

For previous years please add an extra £5 to cover each of the unpaid years. 

 

You must have a current BCA insurance to be a member of the Welsh Mines Society and only 

BCA insured members may attend WMS field trip meetings. (For details of the BCA insurance 

see british-caving.org.uk/?page=3) 

 

WMS Directory     
 

Changes in contact details  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Please let David Roe david@d-roe.freeserve.co.uk (postal address above) know of any changes 

to your postal or email address, phone number or interests so that his records can be kept up to 

date. 

This particularly applies to your email address, which is the easiest and cheapest way of 

contacting you. 

  

  

 

mailto:david@d-roe.freeserve.co.uk
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TAILINGS 
 

Acknowledgements Many thanks to all those who have provided me with contributions and 

feedback for the Newsletter. Items are credited to the contributor, unless written by me 

(Raymond Griffiths) with the Editor’s hat on. Thanks are also due as usual to David Roe,  who  

proof reads and looks after the distribution of the Newsletter 

 

Copy Date for the next Newsletter is 15th October 2017 (although earlier contributions make 

the Editor’s task considerably easier and increase the chance that he’ll be able to fit your material 

in) with publication due mid-April. Contributions to the editor, Raymond Griffiths (preferably by 

email in A5 portrait format to editor@welshmines.org). When items include illustrations, these 

should be supplied as individual graphics files (ideally in TIFF format) rather than in the body of 

the contribution – detailed information on submission requirements can be found at 

http://www.hendrecoed.org.uk/wms/misc/notes_for_contributors.pdf  

 

Opinions expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and do not necessarily reflect 

policy or the opinion of the Welsh Mines Society, its officers or the Editor. Letters addressed to 

the Editor will be assumed to be for publication unless otherwise stated. It is the responsibility of 

contributors to ensure that all necessary permissions, particularly for the reproduction of 

illustrations, are obtained. Contributors retain copyright of items published and material in this 

Newsletter must not be reproduced without the contributor’s express permission. 
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Welsh Mines Society 
 

Chairman:  

NEIL CULROSS "Tan y Neuadd", Cwmcamlais, Aberhonddu / Brecon, LD3 8TE. 
mtn-biker@hotmail.co.uk 

 

Secretary / Treasurer:  

DAVID ROE  20 Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon  PL12 0NG 

david@d-roe.freeserve.co.uk     

 

Editor:  

RAYMOND GRIFFITHS  “Bryngolau”, Panteg, Abergwaun / Fishguard   SA65 9QB 

rbryngolau@aol.com 

WEDDING BELLS 
 

Llongyfarchiadau - Congratulations to Neil Culross, and Jo Dawson, 

whose wedding will take place this coming September. I am sure that all 

WMS members wish them a  long and happy marriage. 
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